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The Responsibility of Intellectuals Redux: Humanitarian
Intervention and the Liberal Embrace of War in the Age of
Clinton, Bush and Obama 改めて知識人の責任を問う　クリントン、
ブッシュ、オバマの時代における人道的介入とリベラル派の戦争承認

Jeremy Kuzmarov

 

In  a  New  York  Times  op-ed  following  the
public’s rejection of president Barack Obama’s
call for air strikes on Syria, Michael Ignatieff, a
professor at the Harvard Kennedy School and
former  leader  of  the  Canadian  liberal  party,
sought to reaffirm the doctrine of humanitarian
intervention, stating that while the public had
become weary over the failure of wars in Iraq,
Afghanistan  and  Libya,  Western  democracies
had a responsibility to protect civilians when
they are threatened with mass killing. In his
view, the use or threat of force may be “illegal
but legitimate,” and the US sometimes needs to
“ g o  a t  i t  a l o n e  t o  s t o p  a t r o c i t y
crimes…..Rebuilding  popular  democratic
support  for  the  idea  of  our  duty  to  protect
civilians when no one else can or will,” thus
represents  “a  critical  challenge  in  the  years
ahead.”1

Samantha Power at the United Nations

With colleagues such as Nicholas Kristof of the
New  York  Times  and  Samantha  Power,  US
ambassador to the UN and author of the book,
“A Problem From Hell,” which criticizes the US
for  failing  to  intervene  historically  to  halt
genocide,  Ignatieff  has  for  years  been  an
influential  liberal  intellectual  championing
military intervention on humanitarian grounds.
He and his  associates  in  the  “cruise  missile
left,” as Edward S. Herman labeled them, have
o f ten  been  more  hawkish  than  neo -
conservatives,  championing  wars  in  Libya,
Syria and initially Iraq as well as escalation in
Afghanistan-Pakistan. In their race to “protect,”
they  seem oblivious  to  the  mass  killing  that
inevitably  accompanies  each  of  these
interventions.  Their  analysis  is  deeply flawed
furthermore in that it grossly oversimplifies the
nature  of  international  conflicts,  always
painting one side (the US side) as good and the
other evil. They ignore the legacy of colonialism
and  the  structural  and  economic  variables
underlying  Western  military  intervention
throughout history, including desire to access
military  bases  and  raw  materials  and  to
undercut  challenges  to  Western  hegemony.
They also ignore US and Western complicity in
major  human  rights  violations  through  arms
sales,  and  military  and  police  training
programs.

This  essay  seeks  to  critically  scrutinize  the
doctrine  of  humanitarian  intervention,
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discussing  how  Ignatieff  and  colleagues
seeking a  useable  past  distorted history  and
served a  useful  function  for  what  C.  Wright
Mills  termed  the  “power  elite”  by  allowing
them to appropriate a human rights rhetoric
that  in  the  1960s  was  adopted  by  liberal
antiwar  activists  to  condemn  America
aggression  in  Vietnam.2  Replicating  the  role
played by their predecessors in World War I,
liberal interventionists helped to save the US
military-industrial  complex  from  oblivion  by
building public consensus for dubious military
interventions  that  Ignatieff  now  laments
threaten  to  reinvigorate  the  pacifist  and
isolationist  sentiments  of  the  1930s.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------------

In 1917, Randolph Bourne penned a critique of
progressive intellectuals including his mentor
John Dewey who had aligned with the country’s
worst  reactionaries  in  supporting  US
involvement  in  World  War  I.  Applying  the
insights  of  Sigmund Freud,  Bourne  analyzed
how support for the war brought a primitive
kind  of  psychological  gratification  and  gave
these  intellectuals  a  feeling  of  purpose  and
connection to power. They were naïve in their
belief  that  violence  could  be  controlled  and
could lead to democratic outcomes, accepting
“with  little  question,  the  ends  as  announced
from above.”3

Fifty  years  later,  in  another landmark essay,
“The  Responsibility  of  Intellectuals,”  Noam
Chomsky invoked Bourne’s insights in pointing
to the complicity of liberal social scientists with
the crimes against humanity committed by the
United States in Vietnam. The responsibility of
intellectuals,  Chomsky  wrote,  was  to  “speak
truth  to  power”  but  these  intellectual
mandarins, among them Samuel Huntington of
Harvard, were doing just the opposite, as they
undertook  studies,  often  funded  by  the
government, designed to improve management
of the war and assist in population control and

counter-insurgency efforts. Under the guise of
objectivity, their writings furthermore provided
ideological  support  for  America’s  drive  for
hegemony in the Asia Pacific and the counter-
revolutionary bloodbaths that accompanied it.4

In the 1990s, Chomsky published a follow-up
book called A New Generation Draws the Line,
which  took  aim  at  a  new  generation  of
intellectual  mandarins  who  now  sought  to
provide  rationalization  for  the  persistence  of
the permanent warfare state following the end
of the Cold War. Motivated in part by the same
kinds  of  psychological  drives  and  access  to
power  described  by  Bourne,  the  new
generation, writing in The New York Review of
Books and other liberal establishment journals,
helped to uphold the myth of  American self-
righteousness  and good intentions  in  foreign
affairs,  calling  for  the  necessity  of  military
intervention in trouble spots around the world
to halt human rights violations and genocide.

Chomsky asks a simple question in his book –
why did the liberal intelligentsia fixate on the
crimes of Slobodan Milosevic when the United
States was abetting parallel or worse atrocities
in Turkey, where the US supplied 80 percent of
the  arms  used  to  crush  Kurdish  rebels,
Colombia, and East Timor, whose people were
being slaughtered by the Indonesian military.
The answer for Chomsky was simple – these
intellectuals  were  ideologists  not  interested
primarily in truth but illusory access to power,
which  could  be  obtained by  focusing on the
victims of American government enemies, and
not allies, and by embracing the state religion
that the US role in the world was benign and its
intentions well meaning.5

Ignatieff and Samantha Power, both formerly of
the Carr Center for Human Rights at Harvard’s
Kennedy  School,  fit  right  into  Chomsky’s
critique. They were influential in championing
the  doctrine  of  humanitarian  intervention
which  argued,  in  an  updating  of  the  “white
man’s burden,” that the United States as the
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dominant global power had the responsibility to
protect civilians from oppressive governments’
and that this imperative trumped the bedrock
of international law mandating the protection
of state sovereignty. Resolution 688 of the UN
charter,  which passed on April  5,  1991,  had
condemned  the  repression  of  the  Iraqi
population,  including  the  Kurds  by  Saddam
Hussein  after  the  f irst  Gulf  War,  the
consequences of which were said to threaten
international  peace.  The  UN charter  in  turn
allowed the Security Council to take measures
in response to threats to peace, a reversal of
the previous standard that the internal affairs
of a nation were inviolable.6

Although the majority of US interventions were
still subsequently carried out extra-legally, the
resolution  provided  a  basis  for  supporting
“humanitarian intervention” in an era following
the collapse of the Soviet Union where there
was no countervailing superpower and where
neoconservatives were calling for full-spectrum
military dominance including over outer space.7

“Humanitarian intervention” was first advanced
under Operation Provide Comfort,  where UN
troops pushed the Iraqi  army out of  Kurdish
territory and helped to ensure the safe passage
of refugees, and then in Somalia to help extend
famine relief, though the latter culminated in
the infamous Black Hawk down incident where
US soldiers were ambushed and their bodies
dragged through the streets by clan fighters.8

In a 1999 address to the UN General Assembly,
Secretary-General  Kofi  Annan  spoke  of  the
failure of the UN to subsequently stop large-
scale  killings  in  Kosovo  and  Rwanda,  noting
that “if humanitarian intervention is indeed an
unacceptable  assault  on  sovereignty…..how
should  we  respond  to  gross  and  systematic
violations  of  human rights  that  offend  every
precept of our common humanity?”

In 2001, the government of Canada established
an  International  Commission  on  Intervention
and State Sovereignty (ICISS), which drafted a
report co-authored by Ignatieff calling on the

international community to protect vulnerable
populations  from  human  rights  abuses  and
genocide through force.9 The Responsibility to
Protect  (R2P)  was  codified  in  a  2005  UN
resolution supported by George W. Bush, and
has  been  used  to  justify  repeated  military
interventions at a time when the United States
has established what military intellectual John
Nagl  called  an  “industrial  scale  counter-
terrorism  killing  machine”  in  over  100
countries, with the ICISS supporting the War
on Terror.10

In  the  abstract,  R2P`s  goal  of  protecting
vulnerable  populations  is  a  noble  one,
accompanied  by  efforts  to  establish  a
framework  for  prosecuting  human  rights
offenders  through  the  International  Criminal
Court  (ICC)  and  to  promote  post-conflict
reconciliation.11  The  ICISS  report  is  deeply
flawed, however, in failing to consider global
economic inequalities and Western intervention
as a source of “failed states.”12  There are no
safeguards, furthermore, against the dominant
powers using humanitarian pretexts to trample
on  the  sovereignty  of  weaker  states  and  to
apply  R2P`s  standards  selectively  in  their
interest.  Ramesh  Thakur  of  the  ICISS
acknowledged  that  for  many  non-western
people,  “[humanitarian  intervention]  conjures
historical  memories  of  the  strong  imposing
their will on the weak in the name of spreading
Christianity to the cultivation and promotion of
human rights.”13

Both  Ignatieff  and  Samantha  Power,  as  US
ambassador  to  the  UN,  invoked  R2P  in
promoting  air  strikes  against  Syria  after
charging  President  Bashar  al-Assad  with
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deploying  chemical  weapons  “and  poisoning
over  1,000  men,  women  and  children  with
chemical agents, some in their sleep,” as Power
claimed  before  the  UN.1 4  When  British
intelligence  obtained  a  sample  of  Sarin  gas
used  in  the  August  21 s t  attack,  analysis
demonstrated,  however,  that  the  gas  used
didn’t match the batches known to exist in the
Syrian  army’s  chemical  weapons  arsenal.
Actual exposure to Sarin appears to have been
minimal or non-existent for 31 of the 36 people
sampled (88%) in  a  UN probe.15  These facts
epitomize how R2P has been used to champion
wars  based  on  deception  in  a  country  long
targeted  for  regime  change  by  imperial
planners seeking to remake the Middle East.16

In making the case for attacking Syria, Ignatieff
and Power disregarded the brutality of the al-
Qaeda affiliated Free Syrian Army (FSA), which
has  carried  out  torture,  assassinations  and
civilian  massacres.17  Far  from being  neutral,
the  US,  with  the  Saudis  and  other  allies,
covertly armed and trained the FSA, giving at
least  some  credence  to  President  Assad’s
characterizat ion  of  i t  as  a  “terrorist
organization backed by foreign powers.”18 The
Syrian  conflict  fits  a  pattern  in  which
proponents of R2P make it seem like one side is
evil  and  the  other  is  comprised  of  saintly
victims crying out  for  foreign support,  when
both sides have their hands dirty. And rather
than being reluctant bystanders, the US and its
allies often play an important role behind the
scenes in fomenting conflict and backing major
atrocities, using a human rights rhetoric to sell
ruthless  intervention  and  to  consolidate  the
permanent warfare state.19

In only a few cases in recent history have wars
led  to  humanitarian  outcomes,  notably  the
allied-Russian  liberation  of  Europe  from
Nazism, the Vietnamese invasion of Cambodia
terminating Pol Pot’s atrocities, and Tanzania’s
invasion of Uganda ending Idi Amin’s rule. New
York  Times  columnist  Nicholas  Kristof
predicted in September 2001 that “our invasion

of Afghanistan may end up saving one million
lives over the next decade,” and that “troops
can advance humanitarian goals just as much
as doctors or aid workers.” The reality however
has been different,  with US forces and their
proxies responsible for “cowboy-like excessive
force”  in  night-time  raids,  civilian  killings,
torture and acts of body mutilation. Bombers
have  killed  thousands,  striking  at  least  four
wedding parties.20

This outcome is not surprising as soldiers are
trained with one goal in mind: to defeat and kill
their  enemy.  They  undergo  a  conditioning
process in  boot  camp that  desensitizes them
from  human  suffering.  Vietnam  veterans
testified about being given a rabbit to care for,
only to have its neck snapped on the day of
their  graduation.2 1  Once  in  country,  a
counterfeit  universe  developed  in  which
deviant  behavior  became  socially  accepted.
One  soldier  wrote  that  “a  very  sad  thing
happened while we were there…there were so
many deaths and so many wounded, we started
to  treat  death  and  loss  of  l imbs  with
callousness, and it happens because the human
mind  can’t  hold  that  much  suffering  and
survive.”22

Since  World  War  II,  American  military
interventions have been consistently based on
fraudulent  pretexts  and have resulted in  the
deaths  of  hundreds  of  thousands  of  civilians
while empowering brutal and corrupt regimes.
They  have  yielded  unintended  consequences,
blowback and resistance and have made the
world  a  more violent  and dangerous  place.23

Proponents  of  R2P  consistently  sanitize  and
distort  this  history  and  discount  the  moral
breakdown that occurs in war. Americans can
best try to advance human rights not through
more war but  by promoting an end to  arms
sales to oppressive regimes like Saudi Arabia,
Uganda and Colombia, by urging the signing on
to UN human rights treaties and the ICC, and
by demanding the closure of Guantanamo Bay,
the  end  of  drone  strikes  and  assassination
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programs and the  removal  of  all  troops  and
mercenaries from Afghanistan. Thirteen years
of the War on Terrorism should teach us that
violence only begets more violence and does
not address the underlying grievances fueling
the rise of political extremism in our time.

------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------

Michael  Ignatieff,  doyen  of  the  liberal  war
hawks, actually marched against the Vietnam
War  as  a  student  and  began  his  academic
career with a Foucauldian history of the prison
system  in  England  and  its  importance  as  a
mechanism of  social  control.  As  the  political
winds  shifted,  he  reinvented  himself  in  the
1990s  as  a  proponent  of  humanitarian
intervention, capturing the prevailing post-Cold
War triumphalist  mood in  a  series  of  essays
that  landed  him  appointment  to  Harvard’s
Kennedy School. From 1993-1997, as he details
in his book, The Warriors’ Honor: Ethnic War
and the Modern Conscience, Ignatieff traveled
through the landscapes of modern ethnic war –
to  Serbia,  Croatia,  Bosnia,  Rwanda,  Burundi
and Afghanistan. His experiences affirmed his
own  faith  in  the  “universalistic  ethic  of  the
West based on multi-culturalism and concern
for  human  rights,”  over  the  “particularistic
ethic  that  defines  the  tribe  or  nation,”  and
manifested  in  the  ethnic  cleansings  and
violence  he  attempted  to  chronicle.  In
Igna t i e f f ’ s  v i ew ,  Serb  a t t empts  a t
aggrandizement were to blame for the outbreak
of war in the Balkans. He disapproved of UN
Secretary Boutros-Boutros Ghali visiting Africa
while  corpses  mounted  in  Srebrenica,  the
largest ethnic cleansing on European soil since
Wor ld  War  I I ,  and  laments  the  UN’s
ineffectiveness in halting genocide and ethnic
cleansing.24

Ignatieff notes his excitement that a community
of  human  rights  and  development  activists
which had emerged since the early 1960s had
acquired a  dominant  constituency of  support

and sufficient institutional power to influence
the foreign policies of major states in positive
ways,  including  the  “Gulf  War  to  reverse  a
dictator’s  conquest  of  a  neighboring  state,
international humanitarian efforts to rescue the
Kurds and provide a safe haven for them and
intervention in Somalia to put down factional
fighting and get food to famine victims.” He
believes  that  “had  we  been  more  ruthlessly
imperial,  we  might  have  been  a  trifle  more
effective…..If General Schwarzkopf had allowed
himself to become the General MacArthur of a
conquered  Iraq,  the  Iraqi  opposition  abroad
might  now be  rebuilding  the  country;  if  the
Marines  were  still  patrolling  the  streets  of
Mogadishu,  the prospects  of  moving Somalia
forward from the world of Hobbes to the world
of Locke might be significantly brighter; and if
NATO had defended the Bosnian government
with  a ir  s tr ikes  against  the  Serbian
insurrection in April  1992, it  is  possible that
Europe  might  not  have  had  to  witness  the
return of the concentration camp.”25

Ignatieff  expanded on this  analysis  in a now
famous  essay  for  the  New  York  Review  of
Books in January 2003 entitled “The American
Empire:  The  Burden,”  in  which  he  voiced
support for an invasion of Iraq. Characterizing
the United States as an “’empire light’ whose
grace notes are free-markets, human rights and
democracy  enforced  by  the  most  awesome
military power the world has ever known,” he
wrote that “multilateral solutions to the world’s
problems are all  very well,  but they have no
teeth  unless  America  bares  its  fangs.”
Considering “regime change” an “imperial task
par excellence,” he said it “remains a fact – as
disagreeable to those left-wingers who regard
American imperialism as the root of all evil as it
is to right-wing isolationists who believe that
the world  beyond our  shores  is  none of  our
business – that there are many people who owe
their  freedom  to  an  exercise  of  American
military  power,”  including  most  recently
“Bosnians  whose  nation  survived  because
American air power and diplomacy forced an
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end  to  a  war  the  Europeans  couldn’t  stop,
Kosovars  who  would  still  be  imprisoned  in
Serbia if not for General Wesley Clark and the
Air  Force  [and]  Afghan  and  Iraqis  whose
freedom depends on US air power.”26

Ignatieff is an eloquent writer capable of sharp
insights  (for  example  he  writes  in  Warrior’s
Honor  that  Bosnia  became  a  “theater  of
displacement  in  which political  energies  that
might  otherwise  have  been  expended  in
defending  multi-ethnic  society  at  home were
directed  instead  at  defending  mythic
multiculturalism far away; the bête noir of a
generation  that  had  tried  ecology,  socialism
and civil  rights  only  to  watch  all  these  lose
their  romantic  momentum.”)  His  judgment
however, has proven with time to have been
circumspect. While acknowledging the imperial
premise behind nation building efforts in which
“wealthy strangers are taking upon themselves
the  right  to  rule  over  those  too  poor,  too
conflict ridden to rule themselves,” he sanitizes
the  history  of  American  foreign  policy  and
creates the false dichotomy of an enlightened
West needing to go in and save backward, anti-
modern peoples. Underplaying the wide social
inequality  and  divisions  in  US  society,  his
writings  mirror  government  officials  in  their
concern for  individual  rights  only  when they
are being violated by anti-Western leaders, and
he callously  disregards  the  civilian  atrocities
that are an inevitable product of modern total
war.27

Supporting indefinite detention and torture as
a “lesser evil” in the fight against terrorism,
Ignatieff’s analysis of the 1st Gulf War evades
Iraq’s importance to US energy interests and
the  legacy  of  previous  British  and  American
intervention  in  provoking  and  exacerbating
sectarian  divisions  and  helping  to  empower
Saddam Hussein and the Baath Party. He pays
little  heed  to  the  slaughter  of  an  estimated
100,000 Iraqis compared to 133 Americans in
what one critic referred to as the “the most
cowardly war ever fought on this planet,” and

expresses concern for the plight of the Kurds
only  in  Iraq  and  not  US  ally  Turkey.28  For
Somalia,  Ignatieff  disregards  the  US  role  in
contributing to the Hobbesian state by pouring
aid  to  Dictator  Siad  Barre  following  the
Ethiopian revolution and killing of an estimated
600 to 1,500 Somalis, half of them women and
children.29  He does not tell  us that American
envoy Robert Oakley had close relations with
the Continental  Oil  Company (Conoco) which
provided military intelligence and helped plan
logistics for the Marine landing.30

Ignatieff’s analysis of the Bosnian conflict31 as
Gibbs has demonstrated in First Do No Harm:
Humanitarian Intervention and the Destruction
of Yugoslavia, is equally disingenuous. Holding
the underlying goal  of  preserving NATO and
establishing  new  military  bases,  the  United
States along with several European countries,
most  notably  Germany,  contributed  to  the
breakup of the Yugoslav federation by blocking
diplomatic settlements such as the Vance-Owen
plan  capable  of  unifying  the  different  ethnic
factions.  They promoted neoliberal  structural
adjustment programs through the International
Monetary  Fund  (IMF)  that  aggravated
economic difficulty and helped fuel the rise of
nationalist demagogues like Milosevic, who was
not the only brutal one.32

Croatia’s  Franjo  Tudjiman,  for  example,
extolled  the  virtues  of  the  pro-Nazi  Ustasa
movement  and  sponsored  ethnic  cleansing
campaigns  against  the  Serbs,  while  Bosnian
leader  Alija  Izetbegovic  was  an  Islamist
supported by Tehran and Osama bin Laden. His
armies  employed  paramilitary  gangs  which
committed atrocities against Croats after their
anti-Serb  alliance  broke  down.33  The  State
Department established an arms pipeline that
violated  an  international  embargo  and
contracted private mercenary companies such
as  MPRI  and  DynCorp  to  train  Islamic
fundamentalists  and  the  Croat  military  who
responded  to  the  Srebrenica  massacre  by
shelling the Serb-controlled Krajina region with
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the “tacit blessing of the United States,” killing
several thousand Serbs and expelling between
150,000 and 200,000 in the war’s largest act of
ethnic cleansing.34

The  bombing  of  Kosovo  meanwhile  caused
between 500 and 2,000 civilian deaths while
killing 10,000 Yugoslav soldiers. The US used
cluster bombs and pioneered the use of drone
surveillance.  The  attacks  triggered  an
intensification  of  Serb  ethnic  cleansing  and
then reprisal killings by the Kosovo Liberation
Army  (KLA),  which  had  t ies  to  heroin
traffickers and Al  Qaeda and was branded a
terrorist organization by the State Department
only  months  before  the  invasion.35  Prime
Minister Hashim Thaci allegedly ran a criminal
organization  which  sent  more  than  400
captured Serbs to Albania to be killed so their
organs  could  be  extracted  and  sold  for
transplants, while another key US military and
intelligence  asset,  Ramush  Haradinaj,  was
accused  of  rape  and  murder.36

These  kinds  of  facts  were  suppressed  or
dismissed as inconsequential by Ignatieff and
other  pro-war  intellectuals  who  failed  to
elucidate  on  the  structural  imperatives  that
drive military intervention – promoting instead
the myth of a virtuous America that needed to
intervene  more  to  halt  human rights  abuses
and  genocide.  His  analysis  dovetailed  nicely
with the agenda of the foreign-policy making
elite, which was looking for new pretexts and
rationalizations for war, and the maintenance
of high military budgets after the end of the
Cold War. And liberal left sectors could be won
over by Ignatieff’s arguments which played into
public  concern  for  human  rights  that  had
emerged in the 1960s movements.

-----------------------------------------------------

Perry Anderson in a special issue of New Left
Review entitled “American Foreign Policy and
its  Thinkers”  points  to  a  tradition  in  which
international relations specialists, some of them
with direct ties to the Pentagon, develop their

own version of an American grand strategy in
which they frequently emphasize the necessity
of  military  control  of  the  Persian  Gulf  and
access  to  Southeast  Asian  markets.  Evading
discussion of the violence and corruption bred
by  US  interventions,  or  comparisons  with
previous  colonial  powers,  and neglecting the
influence  of  special  interest  groups,  authors
such as Zbigniew Brzezinski,  George Kennan
and  Robert  Art  assume  that  US  worldwide
hegemony  serves  the  universal  interests  of
humanity  and  suggest  that  the  alternative
would  be  genocide,  depression,  famine  and
war.37 British imperial apologists dating to the
era of John Stuart Mill felt the same way.38

There is a counter-tradition to the phenomenon
Anderson describes that dates to at least the
revisionist literature on World War I, which has
tended  to  come  from  history  rather  than
political  science  departments.  In  1959,
influenced  by  Charles  A.  Beard,  William  A.
Williams published his classic, The Tragedy of
American Diplomacy focused on the economic
underpinnings of American global expansion.39

Dovetailing  with  the  analysis  of  pan-African
thinkers like W.E. B. DuBois and later Malcolm
X.,  Williams  inspired  student  activists  and
scholars who considered the Vietnam War to be
a  product  of  an  imperialist  foreign  policy.
Books  on  the  warfare  state  and  military
industrial complex and on covert deception and
government collusion with corporate interests
and  organized  criminals  proliferated
throughout the 1960s and 1970s.40 Students for
a  Democratic  Society  (SDS)  president  Carl
Oglesby  in  Containment  and  Change  linked
Vietnam to CIA coups in Guatemala and Iran,
the  revival  of  gunboat  diplomacy  in  the
Dominican Republic, and toppling of Guiana’s
socialist government.41 Fred Branfman’s book,
Voices from the Plain of Jars, as another iconic
book of the era, recorded the voices of Laotian
peasants  subjected  to  the  largest  bombing
campaign in history. The author foresaw a new
kind of automated warfare “fought not by men
but  machines  and which  could  erase  distant
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and unseen societies clandestinely, unknown to
and even unsuspected by the world outside.”42

The  anti-Vietnam  war  movement  led  to
concrete  reforms,  including  the  War  Powers
Act limiting executive ability to wage war and
helped to spawn a human rights consciousness
among the public, which wanted to reign in the
military  establishment.  Jimmy  Carter  won
election  in  1976  calling  for  a  human  rights
based  foreign  policy.  Particularly  in  his  first
two years, Carter took some concrete measures
that could satisfy new leftists – cutting the CIA
budget and halting funding to some oppressive
regimes, like Chile and Guatemala. Staffed by
advisors  who  served  in  the  elite  Trilateral
commission bent on restoring US economic and
military  power  after  Vietnam,  the  Carter
administration was also crucial, as James Peck
shows in  his  important  book,  Ideal  Illusions:
How  the  US  Government  Co-Opted  Human
Rights,  in  channeling  public  concerns  for
human  rights  away  from  US  backed  client
regimes,  and  towards  its  enemies,  primarily
condemning violations of human rights in the
Soviet  Union  and  in  Soviet  clients  states.
Vietnam was re-imagined as a war of equals,
with Carter stating that “we owe Hanoi no debt
because the destruction [from the war]…was
mutual.”  The  media  and  liberal  intellegensia
followed the administration’s lead, focusing at
length on Soviet dissident writers like Andrei
Sakharov and Alexander Solzhenitsyn and on
the  plight  of  people  living  behind  the  Iron
Curtain, while paying little heed to dissidents in
US  client  regimes  or  the  backing  of  state
repression  in  countries  like  Indonesia,  Saudi
Arabia,  El  Salvador  and  Iran  (where  Carter
toasted  the  Shah in  1977).  Peck  writes  that
“the  media  fixated  on  the  Soviet  dissidents,
giving them a huge platform for their views,
while few Americans could name any dissidents
from  Latin  America,  South  Korea  or  the
Philippines.”43

Around  this  time,  liberal  intellectuals  and
neoconservatives  began  an  offensive  against

the antiwar movement and New Left, claiming
they were naïve about communism and were
apologists for human rights abuses in Vietnam
after  the war ended (Solzhenitsyn made this
charge).  Post-revisionists like John L. Gaddis,
who blamed the Soviet Union for the outbreak
of  the  Cold  War  and  attacked  New  Left
“revisionists”  received  choice  appointments,
their  star  rising in  the academy.44  The same
was true of neo-realist scholars, many of them
Pentagon-sponsored,  whose  writing  lent
support  to  large-scale  military  appropriations
and covert interventions.45 C. Wright Mills once
called  these  kinds  of  scholars  “crackpot
realists….[who  know  of]  no  solutions  to  the
paradoxes of the Middle East and Europe, the
Far  East  and  Africa  except  the  landing  of
Marines.  [They]  prefer  the  bright,  clear
problems  of  war…for  they  still  believe  that
‘winning’  means  something,  although  they
never  tell  us  what.”46

During  the  Reagan  years,  the  Global  South,
Peck  notes,  was  portrayed  as  a  “world  of
despots,  torturers,  and terrorists,  a  veritable
wasteland  of  backward  cultures  and  brutal
regimes….Such portrayal of the South served
powerful interests in Washington and Europe,
for  an  atrocity  ridden  South  seemed  to
legitimize  a  Western  helping  hand  without
calling for any transformation of the Western
structures of wealth and control.”47 It in turn
helped  to  lay  the  groundwork  for  the
humanitarian  intervention  doctrine  which
followed the drug war as the main basis for
military aggression after the end of the Cold
War and justified the rewriting of international
legal norms mandating the protection of state
sovereignty.  This  even  though  the  United
States had one of the worst records among the
Western  democracies  when  it  came  to  the
ratification  of  multilateral  human  rights
organizations  and  treaties  and  had  replaced
apartheid South Africa as the world’s leading
carcerial state.48

Failing to note these latter paradoxes or the
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connection between imperial pursuits and the
growth  of  domestic  inequality,  racism  and
violence,49 public intellectuals in the 1990s, as
Noam  Chomsky  pointed  out,  fulfilled  their
traditional function as mandarins to the elite by
providing  ideological  justification  for  the
expansion of  American military power.  Those
who critiqued the American thrust for empire
had  long  been  marginalized,  losing  their
platform with the New York Review of Books
(which  in  the  early  1970s  published  radical
critiques by Chomsky and scholars like Peter
Dale Scott) and mainstream media. Prominence
instead  was  given  to  neoconservatives  like
Francis  Fukuyama  who  gained  fame  for  his
essay The End of History and the Last Man,
which argued that the fall of the Berlin Wall
confirmed the superiority of liberal capitalism.
“What we may be witnessing was not just the
end of the Cold War,” he wrote, “but the end of
history  as  such:  That  is  the  end  point  of
mankind’s  ideological  evolution  and  the
universalization of Western liberal democracy
as  the  final  form  of  human  government.”50

Another influential voice of the time, Thomas L.
Friedman,  argued that  a  strong military was
necessary to protect the sea lanes and stabilize
“failed states,” enabling their integration into
the global marketplace.  “The hidden hand of
the market will  never work without a hidden
fist,”  he  wrote.  “McDonald's  cannot  flourish
without McDonnell Douglas, the designer of the
F-15. And the hidden fist that keeps the world
safe for Silicon Valley's technologies to flourish
is  called the US Army,  Air  Force,  Navy and
Marine Corps.”51

The 1990s saw a revival of just war theory and
its premise that any means of destruction could
be warranted under emergency conditions and
in  the  face  of  moral  evil.52  Robert  Kaplan’s
intellectual star rose after writing a series of
dispatches  for  The  Atlantic  Magazine  from
Africa, Central Asia and the Balkans depicting
these regions as cauldrons of ethnic violence,
poverty  and  savagery  which  called  out  for
enl ightened  Western  leadership  and

intervention. In Imperial Grunts, he celebrated
the US military as an heir to the Indian fighters
and frontiersmen of the past.53  Like Ignatieff,
Samantha Power fit right into the intellectual
milieu  of  the  times.  She  emerged  as  a
proponent of “humanitarian intervention” as a
journalist covering conflicts in Bosnia and sub-
Saharan Africa. A piece on Zimbabwe for The
Atlantic echoed Kaplan in pointing to the need
for  more  Western  intervention  in  order  to
secure  “majori ty  rule”  and  stabi l ize
Zimbabwe’s economy.54 Power won the Pulitzer
Prize  for  her  2002  book,  “A  Problem  From
Hell:” America in the Age of Genocide, which
purports to show that America did nothing to
prevent genocides in the past. In her view, U.S.
policymakers should learn from this disgraceful
history and intervene more readily to prevent
human  rights  crimes.  Even  when  they  don’t
have  perfect  information,  a  president  must
have a “bias towards belief” that massacres are
imminent, justifying in turn preemptive war.55

Reviewers hailed Power’s book as “one of the
decade’s most important” on US foreign policy
and a standard text on genocide prevention,”
with The New Republic calling it a “book from
heaven.”  Richard  Holbrooke  of  the  State
Department  passed  out  copies  to  co-workers
and  President  Bush,  after  being  read  a
summary of the chapter on Rwanda, wrote in
the margins: “NOT ON MY WATCH.”56

Then-Senator Barack Obama Jr. hired Power as
an aide,  meanwhile,  after  reading the whole
thing.57

In reality, studying US foreign policy through
response to  genocide is  problematic  because
the  term  genocide  is  sometimes  applied  to
describe  war-time  atrocities  during  counter-
insurgency operations and is often politicized,
and  because  it  avoids  critical  scrutiny  into
political  economy  and  imperialism.58  Most
international  relations  specialists  recognize
that states are not moral agents; they intervene
only when it is deemed to be in the national
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interest by dominant groups who control  the
governing structure, and the United States is
no exception.59 Assuming that complex regional
conflicts can only be solved by outsiders,  “A
Problem From Hell” disregards the structural
variables  underlying  most  US  military
interventions in the 20th  century,  notably the
quest  for  overseas  military  bases,  access  to
mineral resources, and the imperatives of the
military  industrial  complex.  Power  pays  no
heed to  the fact  that  the United States  was
founded in genocide as a settler colonial state.60

She  presents  wide-scale  Turkish  killing  of
Armenians  as  the  first  genocide  of  the  20th

century  that  the  US  supposedly  could  have
prevented, though ignores the US pacification
of the Philippines which resulted in anywhere
from 200,000 to upwards of a million deaths,
and  the  exterminatory  campaign  by  the
Marines  under  the  Wilson  administration  in
Haiti  whose  discussion  would  invariably
challenge the book’s main thesis.61 Identifying
with  war  hawk  Theodore  Roosevelt  and  his
excoriation of an Armenian lobby group for its
“peace  at  any  price”  attitude  when  “people
were being murdered and their women raped,”
Power fails to provide proper historical context
for  the  Armenian  massacres,  neglecting  that
roughly  two  hundred  thousand  Armenians
fought with the allies in World War I and were
credited with keeping the Turks out of the Baku
oil fields, hence depriving the Central Powers
of much needed fuels, which German Admiral
Erich Von Ludendorff believed was a key cause
of their military defeat.62

Horrendous wartime atrocities were committed
by the Turks resulting in an estimated 600,000
deaths (40% of the population) from disease,
famine and massacre, with burning of villages
and  to r ture ,  bu t  the  ex i s tence  o f  a
premeditated plan of  extermination has been
difficult  to  prove.  The  large  Armenian
communities  of  Constantinople,  Smyrna  and
Aleppo  survived  the  war  largely  intact,
probably because they were not in a position to

assist the invading Russians.63 According to an
eyewitness,  eight  hundred  defenceless  Turks
were slaughtered in Erzincam, with Armenian
soldiers  stuffing  the  corpses  in  hastily  dug
trenches.64  In  a  memoir,  Armenian  Haig
Shiroyan recalled the sad fate of his hometown
of  Bitlis:  “The Turks  had killed  or  exiled all
Armenians,  looted  …or  burned  their  houses.
The Russian victorious armies, reinforced with
Armenian  volunteers,  had  slaughtered  every
Turk  they  could  find,  destroyed every  house
they entered. The once beautiful Bitlis city was
left in fire and ruins.”65 Such accounts point to
both  sides  committing  terrible  atrocities,
making  Power’s  account  misleading.

Undertaking no primary research of her own,
and failing to master the secondary literature,
much of Power’s chapter is based around the
ghost-written  memoirs  of  Ambassador  Henry
Morgenthau Sr., which as he acknowledged in
a letter to Woodrow Wilson, were written as an
appeal  to  “the  mass  of  Americans  in  small
towns and country districts… to convince them
of the necessity of carrying the Great War to a
victorious conclusion.”66 Dismissing allegations
of  allied atrocities  known to  have happened,
Morgenthau  blames  the  Germans  for
supporting the Turks as part of a scheme for
world  conquest  (thwarted  heroically  in  Latin
America in his view by US intervention under
the Monroe doctrine).  He fabricated a story,
based on a mythic conversation with German
ambassador Baron Hans Von Wagenheim of a
meeting  where  the  Kaiser  allegedly  gave
German financiers two weeks to unload their
Wall  Street  securities  before  a  planned
offensive against Britain and France, which was
later  introduced  as  primary  evidence  for
imposing  a  punitive  peace  at  the  Versailles
conference.67

Written  by  Pulitzer  Prize  winning  journalist
Burton Hendrick Jr. with the unacknowledged
assistance of Armenian staff and Secretary of
State  Robert  Lansing,  Morgenthau’s  book
alleged  that  two  million  Armenians  were
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deported when this was less than the number
living under Ottoman rule. Lacking knowledge
of the local languages and failing to visit the
affected  areas,  Morgenthau  relied  on  lurid
missionary and refugee reports  and made-up
conversations with Young Turk leaders Enver
Pasha  and  Talaat  Bey  and  Baron  Von
Wagenheim different  from those  recorded in
his diary. The book was colored by derogatory
and  racist  characterizations  of  the  Turks  as
“psychologically  primitive”  “bloodthirsty
savages” and “Mohammedan fanatics” and by
his ignorant claim that “the Koran instructed
Muslims to kill Christians.”68 Morgenthau later
appealed  for  an  American  mandate  over
Constantinople,  Armenia  and  Anatolia  and
hoped to secure for the United States rights to
the Straits of Gibraltar.69

Disregarding  his  prejudice  and  the  political
calculation underlying his championing of the
Armenian cause, Power considers Morgenthau
a  hero,  claiming  that  earlier  American
intervention in World War I would have saved
the Armenians. The Wilson administration had
limited military and diplomatic options to stop
the  killing,  however,  with  US  armed  forces
being small and not particularly adept. One of
the few American journalists who witnessed the
deportations,  George  Schreiner  felt  that
Morgenthau’s  exaggerations  and  Western
meddling  actually  made  the  plight  of  the
Armenians worse, with Lord James Bryce, co-
author  of  a  propagandistic  tract  on  Turkish
atrocities, noting “better it would have been for
the  Christians  of  the  East  [Armenians]  if  no
[Western]  diplomatist  had  ever  signed  a
protocol  or  written  a  dispatch  on  their
behalf.”70 Applying equally to other oppressed
groups supported then abandoned when they
lost  their  strategic  utility71,  Bryce’s  remarks
undermine  Power’s  analysis  which  sidesteps
the fact that American intervention in the Great
War caused the death of an estimated 460,000
Americans  and  contributed  because  of  the
postwar  settlement  to  the  rise  of  Nazism.
Power  ought  to  read  Dalton  Trumbo’s  novel

Johnny Got His Gun about a soldier who returns
without arms or legs and with his face blown
off,  as it  voiced the anguish of  a generation
who felt the war had been instigated by arms
merchants and bankers and that the waste in
human life was in vain.72

At  one  point,  Power  falsely  suggests  that
propaganda about systematic rape by German
soldiers  in  Belgium during World War I  was
mostly  accurate,  leaving  the  impression  that
antiwar critics were “genocide apologists,” just
l ike  today. 7 3  Distrust  for  government
manipulation  of  the  media  was  a  key  factor
accounting  in  her  view  for  a  lackadaisical
response to the Jewish Holocaust. She ignores
the  scholarship,  however,  detailing  how
anticommunist  ideology  combined  with
longstanding  preference  for  right-wing
dictatorship among corporate elites resulted in
the  FDR  administration’s  “neutrality”  in  the
Spanish civil war and support for Adolph Hitler
and Benito Mussolini until a late date.74 Power
also  fails  to  consider  that  the  beginning  of
wide-scale commemoration of the Holocaust in
the late 1960s was largely political, coinciding
with the solidification of America’s ties to Israel
after the six-day war.75

Overall, despite the book being advertised as a
comprehensive account of response to genocide
in  the  twentieth  century,  “A  Problem  From
Hell” is selective in its case studies, leaving out
mass killings in which the US government was
not  s imply  a  bystander,  but  act ively
collaborated with the perpetrators or directed
the  slaughter.  She  neglects  the  American
sponsored massacres in Cheju-do island on the
eve of the Korean War where whole families
and  villages  were  wiped  out  simply  because
one  relative  or  villager  supported  insurgent
rebels76,  and the killings that followed a CIA
backed  coup  and  decade-long  destabilization
campaign in Indonesia. After seizing power in
1965, General Suharto ordered army officers,
including  allegedly  Obama's  stepfather  Lolo
Soetoro, and Muslim gangs to attack members
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of  the  Indonesian  Communist  Party  (PKI)
identified through lists provided by US military
intelligence. The CIA channeled weapons to the
new  regime  while  US  corporations  like
Lockheed  Martin  and  Stanvac  (later  Exxon-
Mobil) also provided covert support. Between
250,000 to a million people were slaughtered,
including  thousands  of  ethnic  Chinese,  with
thousands more imprisoned and tortured.77  A
CIA report boasted that the PKI had “suffered a
massive  defeat”  and  that  “reverence  for
Sukarno [previous socialist leader]” was finally
“broken. . . . Suharto is now inviting the IMF
[International Monetary Fund] to help develop
policies and restoring to foreign owners some
plantat ions  and  mines  taken  over  by
Sukarno.” 7 8

Ten years later, Suharto's government invaded
East  Timor  with  the  support  of  the  Ford
administration,  killing 200,000 civilians.  Only
briefly  mentioning  East  Timor,  Power  claims
“the  US looked away”  (147)  but  declassified
government records reveal that US complicity
went much further as Secretary of State Henry
Kissinger gave Suharto a green light for the
invasion  and  the  US  continuously  supplied
arms  and  training  to  elite  army  battalions
through the Clinton era.79

Guatemala is another case ignored by Power.
From  1981-1983,  the  Reagan  administration
provided nearly a billion dollars in assistance to
Gen.  Efrain Rios Montt  while  he carried out
scorched  earth  campaigns  targeted  against
Mayan  Indians  who  supported  left-wing
guerrillas. Montt's word for the peasants was
allegedly simple: “if you're with us, we'll feed
you, if not we'll kill you.” In 2012, the Christian
fundamentalist was convicted by a Guatemalan
court of genocide and crimes against humanity,
though  the  case  was  overturned  under
suspicious  circumstances.  Journalist  Chase
Mader noted that Power “may not have wanted
to offend the retired Guatemalan Colonel down
the  hall,”  referring  to  Hector  Gramajo,
architect  of  the  counterinsurgency  who  was

given a fellowship at the Kennedy School. 80

In  another  egregious  omission,  “A  Problem
From  Hell”  fails  to  discuss  the  wide-scale
killing  that  resulted  from  American  military
pacification  campaigns  in  Vietnam.  As  Nick
Turse  shows  in  Kill  Anything  That  Moves,
during  Operation  Speedy  Express  from
December 1968 through May 1969, the Ninth
Infantry Division under the command of Julian
Ewell  and  Ira  Hunt  claimed an  enemy body
count of 10,899 at a cost of 267 American lives,
while only 748 weapons were seized. General
David Hackworth acknowledged that “a lot of
innocent Vietnamese civilians got slaughtered
because of  the Ewell-Hunt drive to have the
highest  count  in  the  land.”  In  May  1970,  a
“grunt”  who  participated  in  Speedy  Express
wrote  a  confidential  letter  to  Will iam
Westmoreland, then Army Chief of Staff, saying
that the Ninth Division's atrocities amounted to
“a My Ly” each month for over a year.”81 Large-
scale  carpet  bombing  meanwhile  prompted
military analyst Bernard B. Fall  to warn that
South  Vietnam  as  a  “cultural  and  historical
entity”  was  threatened  with  “extinction…
[as]…the  countryside  literally  dies  under  the
blows  of  the  largest  military  machine  ever
unleashed on an area of this size.”82

Similar devastation was inflicted on Laos and
Cambodia, which Power also disregards. In her
chapter on Cambodia, Power fails to address
the circumstances in which the Khmer Rouge
came  to  power  fo l l owing  the  N ixon
administration’s  secret  bombing  and  a  CIA
backed  coup  that  overthrew  the  neutralist
Prince  Norodom  Sihanouk  and  installed  a
brutal right wing regime. Taylor Owen and Ben
Kiernan write that “civilian casualties [from the
US bombing] drove an enraged population into
the  arms of  an  insurgency that  had enjoyed
relatively  little  support  until  the  bombing
began, setting in motion the...rapid rise of the
Khmer Rouge,  and ultimately the Cambodian
genocide.”  It  was  not  by  coincidence  that  a
Finish commission referred to the 1970s as a
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“decade of genocide” in Cambodia, though you
would  not  learn  this  from  reading  Power.83

Showing her  conservative  colors  and disdain
for the New Left, Power at one point refers to
Malcolm Caldwell, a professor at the University
of  London’s  School  of  Oriental  Studies
murdered during a visit  to  Cambodia as “an
ideologue”  and  “communist  true  believer”
duped by  Khmer Rouge propagandists.84  She
leaves  the  impression  that  communist
revolutionary regimes were genocidal in nature
and  that  anti-imperialists  were  somehow
complicit  in  their  crimes.

Power's  chapter  on  Iraq  has  some  good
material  on  Saddam Hussein’s  killing  of  the
Kurds  and  American  support  for  him in  the
Iran-Iraq  war,  though  avoids  discussing  the
geopolitical  and  economic  imperatives
underlying US policy in the Middle East, saying
erroneously  that  the  US has  a  “tendency  to
write off  the region.” (p. 178).  She mentions
the  Persian  Gulf  War  in  only  one  sentence,
finding it  unimportant that the US Air Force
launched 11,160 strikes and over 88,000 tons
of explosives (greater than that in all of World
War II), with 70 percent of bombs missing their
targets. Paul W. Roberts testified at Montreal
commission  hearing  that  the  air  attack  was
unlike anything that he had witnessed as a war
correspondent in Vietnam: “after 20 minutes of
this carpet bombing there would be a silence
and you would hear screaming of children and
people,  and  then  the  wounded  would  be
dragged out. I found myself with everyone else
trying  to  treat  injuries,  but  the  state  of  the
people generally was one of pure shock. They
were walking around like zombies and I was
too.”85 Sanctions after the war prevented Iraq
from  repairing  its  water,  sanitation  and
electrical systems. On 60 Minutes, Lesley Stahl
asked UN ambassador and later secretary of
state Madeline Albright whether she believed
the price of a reported half million Iraqi deaths
was worth it; she replied: “I think it’s a very
hard choice but the price – we think the price is
worth  it.”86  Power  obviously  thinks  so  too,

championing  sanctions  against  countries  like
Zimbabwe and Iran under R2P, which mainly
punished the civilian population while failing to
advance the goal of “regime change.”

Power’s analysis of the Bosnian and Kosovo war
adopts  superficial  Nazi  analogies  and
simplistically  blames  Slobodan  Milosevic
exclusively for “stoking nationalist flames” and
igniting the conflict whose historical origins go
unexplored.  She  lambastes  the  Bush  and
Clinton  administrations  for  “failing  to  save
Bosnia” through military intervention, ignoring
their role in covertly arming Croat rebels and al
Qaeda-backed  Islamists  whom  she  compares
with antifascists in the Spanish civil war. Like
her  Harvard  colleague,  Power  also  fails  to
mention  the  criminal  nature  of  the  Kosovo
Liberation  Army  (KLA)  and  humanitarian
consequences of the bombing, including use of
cluster  bombs  that  continue  to  cripple  and
maim  farmers,  and  its  role  in  exacerbating
ethnic violence. In her view, the NATO war was
a “stunning success” which saved hundreds of
thousands  of  lives,”  though  proof  of  this  is
lacking.87

Power’s  discussion  of  Rwanda  promotes  the
myth that the Clinton administration stood by
idly  while  Hutu  extremists  slaughtered  the
Tutsi in one of the world’s worst genocides.88

She relies on the partisan reporting of Philip
Gourevitch89  which caricatures the conflict as
one of good versus evil, the Tutsi-led Rwandan
Patriotic Front (RPF) being the good guys, and
the Hutu the bad. The mass killings of 1994
ensued  following  a  civil  war  however,
instigated by the RPF’s invasion from Uganda,
and evidence of an exterminatory plan by Hutu
hardliners has been difficult to authenticate. An
alleged  “genocide  fax”  sent  by  Gen.  Romeo
Dallaire,  commander  of  UN  peacekeeping
forces, was proven to have been a fabrication.
The number of deaths has also been disputed
and more Hutu may have died than Tutsi.90

Power takes little account of the fact that the
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conflict in Rwanda is a product of the country’s
colonial  history.  The  1959  Hutu  power
revolution  resulted  in  the  expulsion  of
thousands  of  Tutsi  who  had  been  elevated
under the Belgians. Treated badly in exile, they
longed  for  return  and  were  repeatedly
massacred by the Hutu after organizing small-
scale  guerrilla  raids.91  Following  the  1990
invasion, backed by the US and UK, the RPF
committed  myriad  atrocities  extending  into
Burundi,  killing  an  estimated  10,000  Hutu
civilians per months in campaigns designed to
clear  areas  for  Tutsi  habitation.  A  French
commission  along  with  other  independent
investigations  found  RPF  commander  and
current president Paul Kagame culpable in the
shooting of Hutu leader Juvenal Habyarimana's
aircraft following his return from peace talks in
Arusha, Tanzania in April 1994, an act which
precipitated  the  mass  killing  and  which
Kagame  considered  essential  to  an  RPF
takeover  following  previous  destabilization
measures.

The Clinton and Major administrations backed
Kagame as  a  means of  reestablishing Anglo-
American  supremacy  in  mineral-rich  Central
Africa  over  the  French  who  supported
Habyarimana  (also  a  former  CIA  asset)  and
ailing  Congolese  leader  Joseph  Mobutu.
According to a former government official, the
RPF served as  the “cat’s  paw of  the  British
government,” having been groomed by them to
take power for years. Strategic considerations
explain why the US-UK failed to support the
UN  peacekeeping  mission.  A  UN  report
determined  that  the  CIA  sold  Soviet-made
surface to air missiles confiscated from Iraq to
an elite RPF strike force team to shoot down
the presidential  aircraft  and that  a  company
linked to the CIA leased the warehouse used to
assemble  the  launchers.92  Kagame trained  in
Fort Leavenworth, Kansas and received large-
scale American assistance after  consolidating
his  power.  American  aid  and  covert  support
continued even after his armies invaded Congo
and helped install  client  rulers  (Laurent  and

then Joseph Kabila), killed tens of thousands of
refugees and sponsored militias  which raped
and  plundered  Congo’s  diamond  wealth.
Kagame’s  regime  also  murdered  many
dissidents  including those who threatened to
reveal  the  truth  about  Habyarimana’s
assassination.93

Ignoring these facts and simplifying Rwanda’s
history, Power's book, “A Problem From Hell”
is  more  fiction  than  history.  Power  has
advanced to the highest reaches of power not
on the strength of her scholarship but rather on
the ideological serviceability of her message to
what C. Wright Mills termed the “power elite.”
The  US  political  economy  is  dominated  by
defense  industries  who  command  billions  of
dollars  for  the  manufacture  of  arms  and
weapons.  Their  profitability  depends  on  a
permanent  war  footing.94  When  Cold  War
pretexts  for  intervention  lost  their  viability,
government  officials  began  to  claim  that
military  intervention  was  necessary  on
humanitarian grounds,  appropriating some of
the  language  used  by  the  1960s  protestors.
Power's  book came just  at  the right  time to
help advance the message that America had not
done enough to prevent genocide and needed
to intervene militarily to save people. She was
an  inspiration  behind  the  Save  Darfur
movement  which  channeled  student  activist
energy away from the illegal war in Iraq, where
the death toll was far greater.95

Power herself supported air strikes in Darfur
and  has  been  a  proponent  of  mil i tary
intervention  in  Africa,  including  in  Uganda
where she has championed the government’s
war against the Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA),
whose crimes she has sought to broadcast. Her
first speech as US ambassador to the UN was
at a conference organized by Invisible Children,
an  evangelical  organization  behind  the
propaganda  film  Kony  2012,  which  was
distributed over the internet to help engender
support for the sending of US Special Forces
into  Uganda.  Power  leaves  out  that  the
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insurgency  in  northern  Uganda  developed
largely in response to campaigns of “murder,
intimidation, bombing and the burning of entire
villages” by the Ugandan military with the aim
of  driving the Acholi  population into refugee
camps (The Acholi  supported previous leader
Milton Obote, a socialist opposed by the West).
If carried out by official government enemies,
Uganda’s actions would have no doubt earned
the  moniker  genocide ,  as  they  were
characterized by the UN Secretary General’s
Special Representative for Children in Armed
Conflict,  though  Ugandan  leader  Yoweri
Museveni  is  a  long-standing  US  ally  once
characterized  by  Bill  Clinton  as  part  of  the
“new face of democracy in Africa.”96

Ethiopian  crimes  also  amounted  to  possible
genocide  against  the  Anuak  minority  in  the
resource-rich Gambella district and in Somalia
where its troops “slaughtered men and women
like goats” by slitting their throats and went on
“rampages of looting and gang rapes” in 2006.
Power and the media paid no attention because
Meles  Zenawi  was  another  key  US  ally  and
America provided gunships while launching its
own commando raids and strikes into Somalia
to dislodge the Islamic Courts Union (ICU).97

An elitist  who scorns domestic policy,  Power
generally sees war as “an instrument to achieve
her liberal, even radical values.”98 She faulted
the Bush administration in a 2007 New York
Times article for tactical and strategic blunders
in  Iraq  but  writes  that  “just  because  Bush
hyped the threat [of Islamic terrorism], doesn’t
mean  the  threat  should  be  played  down.”
Power then went on to praise the re-release of
the  Army  Counterinsurgency  manual,  with  a
foreword  by  David  Petraeus  and  Harvard
colleague  Sarah  Sewall,  which  she  thinks
provides  a  blueprint  for  limiting  civilian
casualties and winning back hearts and minds
through renewed commitment to  civic  action
and nation building.99  Power however fails to
n o t e  t h a t  s i m i l a r  r h e t o r i c  a b o u t
counterinsurgency was adopted by the military

in Vietnam and that the US cannot win popular
legitimacy while propping up corrupt regimes
and  launching  assassination  campaigns  and
drone attacks that have terrorized and killed
thousands of civilians.100

During  her  time in  Washington,  the  “femme
fatale of  the humanitarian assistance world,”
has  done  little  to  push  for  the  signing  of
international  human  rights  treaties  barring
unlawful  killings  and torture  and showed no
concern  for  the  victims  of  US-trained  forces
such as Congolese units in Nigeria accused of
mass  rapes  and  killing.101  She  championed
instead the troop surge in Af-Pak, war in Syria
and French intervention in the Central Africa
Republic  (CAR)  to  halt  atrocities  by  radical
Islamists,  through  Christian  militias  also
carried  out  sweeping  ethnic  cleansing,  with
violence escalating after the French invasion.102

Power was a chief architect of the war in Libya
where US-NATO forces committed significant
war crimes in “liberating” the country, backing
rebel leaders bent on opening Libya’s economy
to foreign exploitation and who were linked to
Islamic  fundamentalist  groups,  including  Al-
Qaeda. Claiming that failure to intervene would
have been a “stain on our conscience,” Power
and colleagues helped to spread disinformation
that Qaddafi was giving his soldiers Viagra to
carry out rape and was employing black foreign
mercenaries  when  many  in  Libya’s  black
population supported Qaddafi as he had long
championed  their  interests.1 0 3  Qaddafi
imprisoned dissidents, some for decades, and
had suppressed anti-regime demonstrators  in
the  wake  of  the  Arab  Spring,  though  the
protests were of a different character to those
in  Tun i s i a  and  Egypt ,  a s  they  were
predominantly  regional  and  sectarian  in
character, were backed by the CIA and British
and French intelligence and were violent from
the outset.

The  London  Daily  Telegraph  reported  that
under  rebel  control  “Benghazi  residents  are
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terrorized,  many  too  frightened  to  drive
through  the  dark  streets  at  night  fearing  a
shakedown  or  worse  at  prol i ferat ing
checkpoints…Moreover about 15 million black
African migrants feel trapped under suspicion
of supporting the wrong side.  Numbers have
been  attacked,  some  hunted  down,  dragged
from apartments beaten and killed.  So-called
‘revolutionaries and ‘freedom fighters’  are in
fact rampaging gunmen committing atrocities
airbrushed from mainstream reports.” Qaddafi
and  his  family  were  eventually  lynched in  a
gross  violation  of  international  law.  Power
though considered the whole operation a great
success  even as  Libya  descended into  chaos
and  fighters  loyal  to  Qaddafi  destabilized
Mali.104 The Libyan war was fought in violation
of  the  War  Powers  resolution  limiting  the
executive branch’s ability to wage war without
the consent of Congress, and in violation of UN
provisions  mandating  the  protection  of
civilians,  which  Power  evidently  cared  little
about. The United States carried out roughly 20
percent of over 26,000 bombing sorties in the
seven month NATO mission, which resulted in
high  “collateral  damage,”  epitomized  by  the
bombing of refugees in Zlitan causing the death
of  33  children,  and  destruction  of  Sirte,  a
Qaddafi stronghold.105

Like  with  Syria,  Power’s  role  in  the  Obama
administration was to convince the public that
the  US-NATO  onslaught  was  designed  for
humanitarian motives and to stop “genocide”
when in reality there were deeper geopolitical
calculations. The Nixon administration had first
considered assassinating Qaddafi in 1969 after
he had overthrown the Sanussi  King Idris,  a
staunch US and British ally who brokered an
agreement allowing for  an American military
base at Wheelock and granted concessions to
Western  oil  companies.  Qaddafi’s  regime
kicked  out  the  US  military  and  nationalized
Libya’s oil industry, whose profits he reinvested
in health, education and infrastructure, leading
to marked decline in poverty and illiteracy and
a huge rise in life expectancy.106 In the 1980s,

after falsely claiming he had sent hit teams to
kill President Reagan and had bombed a West
Berlin discotheque, the US dropped 60 tons of
ordnance in an attempt to assassinate Qaddafi,
killing instead his adopted daughter. Journalist
Haynes  Johnson  noted  at  the  time  that  the
demonization of  Qaddafi  was “reminiscent  of
the  talk  about  Castro  in  the  days  when the
United  States  was  planning  the  Bay  of  Pigs
invasion  and  commissioning  assassination
schemes  against  Castro,”  with  the  same
formula repeated by Power and her associates
in 2011.107

To the dismay of Gulf State monarchies backing
his ouster, Qaddafi had recently picked up the
mantle  of  Ghana’s  late-president  Kwame
Nkrumah,  an  advocate  of  African  unity
overthrown in a CIA-backed coup in 1965. As
chairman of the African Union (AU),  Qaddafi
provided 15 percent of its operating budget and
promoted  an  African  Court  of  Justice  and
Central  Bank  capable  of  lessening  Africans’
dependency on the ICC, IMF and World Bank.
Much like Hugo Chavez of Venezuela, Qaddafi
called for economic integration as a means of
undercutting Western exploitation of labor and
mineral  resources  and  invested  millions  of
dollars  in  building  up  Africa’s  industrial
infrastructure in order to raise the price of its
exports. He planned to renationalize significant
parts of the oil sector (after a period where it
was privatized) and refused to cooperate with
the  expansion  of  the  US  military’s  African
command  (AFRICOM),  stating  that  he
preferred  the  giant  military  base  to  remain
“headquartered in Europe.”108

In Arab Spring, Libyan Winter, historian Vijay
Prashad shows the double standards of the US
in  backing  the  repression  of  pro-democracy
demonstrators in Saudi Arabia and Bahrain and
how the Arab Spring turned sour in Libya. The
Western powers successfully exploited growing
disaffection with Qaddafi’s autocratic methods
to pry open Libya’s oil  markets and advance
neo-liberalism in a former socialist bastion. He
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writes that “behind the new electoral process,
the technocrats who demonstrated their fealty
to the international bond markets and the IMF
will  control  the  central  bank  and  the  oil
company…  the  section  of  the  old  guard
beholden to  the  revolution  of  1969 has  now
exited from power.” On the day Tripoli fell, he
adds, the New York Times ran a story with the
headline, “The Scramble for Access to Libya’s
Oil Wealth Begins.” (August 22, 2011). This is
the same word used to describe the scramble
for  Africa  in  the  1890s,  when Bismarck had
said that the “map of Africa is Europe.”109

It is no surprise that Power and other liberal
intellectuals would support neocolonial wars of
the  21st  century.  With  the  exception  of  the
Western trained technocrats and a few favored
dictators whom they admire (eg. Kagame and
Museveni),  their  worldview  considers  Third
World peoples mainly as victims of diabolical
rulers incapable of resolving political  conflict
on their own. They have to be saved by the
West.110  Those  who  resist  are  branded  as
terrorists  and extremists,  hence deserving of
their fate. Like their forbearers in the World
War I  era,  the liberal  war hawks have been
proven wrong time and again  in  their  belief
that war could be antiseptic and state violence
controlled.  Playing  off  public  concern  for
human rights that developed in the 1960s, their
writing  has  provided  important  ideological
rationalization that has enabled the expansion
of America’s permanent warfare state after the
collapse of  the  Soviet  Union.  And they have
been  richly  rewarded  for  doing  so,  while
serious humanistic scholars toil in obscurity. In
November  1965,  speaking  at  the  second
national  antiwar  demonstration  against  the
Vietnam  War,  Carl  Oglesby  said  that  “the
industrial war apparatus was the creation of a
government  that  since  1932  had  considered
itself  to  be  fundamentally  liberal.  Truman,
Eisenhower, Kennedy - they were all liberals.
And  leading  policy  makers  in  the  Johnson
administration  -  McGeorge  Bundy,  Robert
McNamara,  Dean  Rusk,  Henry  Cabot  Lodge,

Arthur Goldberg and Johnson himself were not
moral monsters. They are all  honorable men.
They  are  all  liberals.”111  Sadly,  Oglesby's
comments are applicable in the present where
the most brazen champions of war are men and
women  like  Power  serving  conservative
administrations  who  consider  themselves
liberal. They exemplify what Chris Hedges has
called  the  “death  of  the  liberal  class”  in
America, which has been accompanied by the
atrophying  of  democratic  debate  and  a
catastrophic  growth  of  the  national  security
complex.112
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